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Abstract
The fatality of non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and the role of the cancer microenvironment in its resistance to therapy
are long recognized. Accumulating data allocate a significant role for mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in the malignant
environment. Previously, we have demonstrated that MSCs from NSCLC metastatic bone marrow (BM) niche deleteriously
affected NSCLC cells. Here, we have decided to examine the effect of MSCs from the primary niche of the lung (healthy or
adjacent to tumor) on NSCLC phenotype. We cultured NSCLC cell lines with healthy/NSCLC lung-MSCs conditioned
media (secretome) and showed elevation in cells’ MAPKs and translation initiation signals, proliferation, viability, death,
and migration. We also established enhanced autophagy and epithelial to mesenchymal transition processes. Moreover, we
observed that MSCs from tumor adjacent sites (pathological niche) exhibited a more profound effect than MSCs from
healthy lung tissue. Our findings underscore the capacity of the lung-MSCs to modulate NSCLC phenotype. Interestingly,
both tumor adjacent (pathological) and distant lung-MSCs (healthy) promoted the NSCLC’s TI, proliferation, migration, and
epithelial to mesenchymal transition, yet the pathological MSCs displayed a greater affect. In conclusion, by comparing the
effects of normal lung-MSCs, NSCLC adjacent MSCs, and BM-MSCs, we have established that the primary and metastatic
niches display opposite and critical effects that promote the cancerous systemic state. Specifically, the primary site MSCs
promote the expansion of the malignant clone and its dispersion, whereas the metastatic site MSCs facilitates the cells re-
seeding. We suggest that sabotaging the cross-talk between MSCs and NSCLC affords effective means to inhibit lung cancer
progression and will require different targeting strategies in accordance with niche/disease stage.

Introduction

The genetics of lung cancer remain a therapeutic challenge
[1]. In-depth analyses of lung cancer genomes have defined
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) as a group of distinct
diseases with genetic and cellular heterogeneity [2]. The
updated concept of tumor heterogeneity applies not only to
tumor epithelial cells but also to the diverse microenviron-
ments with which the tumor cells interact. Multiple studies
have established that cancer cells are closely associated with
the extracellular matrix (ECM), various niche cell types,
infiltrating immune cells, and vasculature [3]. In some
cases, this environment is essential for tumor initiation or
tumor growth, whereas in other cases, it can prevent
tumorigenesis or even promote tumor clearance (reviewed
in ref. [4]).

Interestingly, distinct types of cells such as mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) contribute to these phenomena through a
continuous cross-talk with the malignant cells directly or
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indirectly (secretome, ECM) [5]. MSCs are particularly
interesting because of their great plasticity and versatile
involvement in the malignant process [6]. They are a subset
of adult stem cells that possess abilities of self-renewal and
multilineage differentiation (chondrocytes, osteocytes, and
adipocytes)[7]. Intriguingly and pertaining to our study,
they are reported to both promote and inhibit cancer in
multiple publications [8]. The mechanisms for this varia-
bility are currently far from deciphered and both the cancer
cells and their surroundings are implicated. The long held
hypothesis was that cancer metastases arise from rare pri-
mary tumor cells that sequentially acquire traits that allow
them to invade through ECM, survive in the circulation,
extravasate at distant sites, attach and proliferate at the new
location. The recognition of the significant interaction with
the tumor microenvironment adds another layer of regula-
tion, yet much is unknown regarding the context and rules
of the bidirectional involvement of MSCs in neoplasia. We
hypothesized that the NSCLC cells may participate in dif-
ferent dialogues when exposed to MSCs from different
surroundings [9].

It is commonly known that the bone marrow (BM) is a
fertile soil for NSCLC tumor cells to create metastasis due
to factors released into and by the bone residents [10].
Indeed, in our previous studies, we have delineated some
basic and critical interactions between NSCLC and the
BM niche. Specifically, have showed that BM-MSCs are
able to suppress NSCLC cells’ growth and elevate their
death [11]. We have also demonstrated an inhibitory effect
of BM-MSCs on lung cancer cells’ migration in a MAPK
signaling and by translation initiation (TI) contingent
manner [11].

These findings piqued our interest and we wondered
whether lung resident MSCs have the same effect on the
malignant cells. We speculated that MSCs derived from the
primary site may differ in their effect from MSCs of the
metastatic site, namely, BM. Furthermore, we hypothesized
that there may be differences between MSCs in close
proximity to the tumor cells and those that originate from
normal lung tissue. For this purpose, we cultured NSCLC
cells with lung-MSCs’ secretome and compared it to the
effects we have witnessed with the BM-MSCs.

Previous studies by others and us have demonstrated that
MSCs derived from pathological settings exhibit genetic
and functional abnormalities compared to their normal
counterparts [12]. Specifically, it was reported that MSCs in
lung cancer tissue have demonstrated accelerated growth,
and reduced sensitivity to drugs [13]. Therefore, we also
examined and compared the effects of MSCs from normal
lung tissue on NSCLC cells with the effects of MSCs
derived from the tumor tissue.

As we have reported, TI regulates NSCLC cell lines’
proteome and phenotype [11, 14]. It is also well established

that protein translation is particularly responsive to cues
originating from the cells’ microenvironment. Thus, in the
current study, we also studied the MSCs’ secretome effects
on the TI status in the NSCLC cells.

Our observations support our conjecture that MSCs play
a critical and dynamic role in NSCLC cancer and differ at
the primary vs. metastasis site and normal vs. pathological
environments.

Materials and methods

NSCLC cell lines

Authenticated H1299, H460, H1975, and A549 were cul-
tured in 10% FCS RPMI1640 (Biological Industries, Israel).

Lung-MSCs isolation and propagation

Healthy and tumor lung tissues were obtained from therapy-
naive patients who underwent lung surgery for newly
diagnosed NSCLC (all donors signed informed consent
form approved by the Meir medical center’s Helsinki
committee and complying with Helsinki regulations).
Healthy tissue samples were taken from the most removed
section of the dissected NSCLC carrying lobe (n= 14,
8 females, 6 males—aged 62.9 ± 4.4). Samples were minced
into 1 mm³ pieces and digested. Non-adherent cells were
removed with the media of culture leaving the adhered
MSCs in the culture dish. MSCs were propagated as we
have done previously [11]. Next, the cells were tested for
MSCs markers: positivity for vimentin (DakoCytomatoion,
Denmark) and negativity for keratin (Zymed, CA, USA) by
immunocytochemistry (Fig. 1a). The cells’ multi-potency
was tested by assessing their capacity to differentiate into
adipocytes and/or osteoblasts using StemPro adipogenesis
and osteogenesis differentiation kit (Invitorgene, Carlsbad,
CA, USA). Adipogenic and osteogenic differentiations were
demonstrated using Sudan IV staining and Alizarin Red
(Sigma) staining, respectively (Fig. 1b). Presence of human
MSCs markers CD90+/CD105+/CD44+/CD45−/CD19−/
CD14−/CD34− (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) by
flow cytometry (Navios, Beckman Coulter, USA) (Fig. 1c)
were assayed.

Lung-MSCs’ secretome model

Lung-MSCs conditioned medium (secretome) was collected
every 72 h from 80% conflunty MSCs’ culture flasks. Upon
experiment, the medium was mixed with fresh media
(7:1 ratio, respectively) and applied to NSCLC cell lines.
The cells’ response was normalized to respective NSCLC
secretome as described by us before [11].
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BM-MSCs isolation and secretome model

As described by us before [11]. Briefly, BM samples were
obtained from femur head samples of normal donors
undergoing elective full hip replacement due to orthopedic
purposes (all donors signed informed consent form
approved by the Meir medical center’s Helsinki committee
and complying with Helsinki regulations). Mononuclear
cells were isolated from BM samples on Ficoll (Sigma,
Israel). Non-adherent cells were removed from the media of
culture, leaving the adhered MSCs in the culture dish. BM-
MSCs’ conditioned medium (secretome) was collected
every 72 h from MSC culture flasks with 80% confluence.
Conditioned medium was centrifuged and upper fluids were
collected into fresh tubes.

Trypan blue

Total cell counts as well as the respective proportion of live
and dead cells were enumerated by Trypan blue dye
exclusion using a Countess Automated cell counter and a
phase-contrast microscope.

Immunoblotting

NSCLC cells were lysed and western blot was performed
as described elsewhere [15]. The proteins were detected

with rabbit/mouse anti-human: peIF4E(Ser209)/total eIF4E,
peIF4GI(Ser1108)/total eIF4GI, p4EBP(Ser65)/total 4EBP,
pmTOR(Ser2448)/total mTOR, pSAPK/JNK (Thr183/
Tyr185)/total JNK, phospho-p44/42 MAP kinase, ERK
(Thr202/Tyr204)/total ERK, cyclin D1 (Cell Signaling,
Danvers, MA, USA); pMNK(Thr197/Thr202)/total MNK,
SMAD5, HSC70 (Epitomics, CA, USA); and HIF1α, NFkB
(Santa-Cruz, CA, USA).

Cell viability assay

Assessment of viability was performed on NSCLC cell lines
using cell proliferation reagent WST-1 (Roche) as described
before [16].

Scratch assay

Were conducted as described before [17]. Wound closure
was monitored by microscopy immediately after cell
scratching (0 h) and at 24 h post wounding.

Inhibitors

MAPK inhibitors: SP600125 (20 μM, JNK inhibitor, Bio-
mol Int., USA), U0126 (10 μM, MEK1/2 inhibitor, CST,
USA), and 4EGI-1 (eIF4E/eIF4G Interaction Inhibitor,
35 μM, EMD Millipore). All were dissolved in DMSO.

Fig. 1 Lung mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) identification and
characterization: lung-MSCs were seeded on round slides inserted into
the culture wells (1.9 cm2) for 24 h and tested for a MSCs markers:
positivity for vimentin and negativity for keratin by immunocy-
tochemistry; b the cells’ multi-potency was tested by assessing their

capacity to differentiate into adipocytes and/or osteoblasts. Adipogenic
and osteogenic differentiations were demonstrated using Sudan IV
staining and Alizarin Red staining, respectively. c Flow cytometry
demonstrated presence/absence of human MSCs’ markers: CD90
+/CD105+/CD44+/CD45−/CD19−/CD14−/CD34−
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MSCs secretome fractionation

MSCs secretome was separated for two fractions with
100 kDa cutoff by Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter devi-
ces (Merck Millipore) according to manufactures’ instruc-
tions. Briefly, MSCs secretome was applied into Amicon
devices, and centrifuged (15–30 min, 4000×g) until ~30 μl
remain in the upper chambers. The separation procedure
yielded a high-molecular weight fraction of >100 kDa and
all media with remaining solubles as the lower molecular
weight fraction <100 kDa. Therefore, we used whole
undivided MSCs’ secretomes as control for the <100 kDA
fraction. For the >100 kDA fraction that was suspended
in low-serum (3%) fresh media of identical volume as
the original sample, we used low-serum fresh media as
control.

Statistical analysis

Student’s paired t tests were used in analysis of differences
between cohorts. Effects were considered significant when
p-value is <0.05.

Institutional Helsinki approval

MSCs were isolated from donors’ samples as approved by
the Meir medical center’s Helsinki committee and com-
plying with Helsinki regulations.

Results

Lung-MSCs’ secretome induced NSCLC cells’ viability
and proliferation and inhibited cells’ death

Initially, we assessed the viability of NSCLC cell lines
treated with normal or NSCLC lung-MSCs’ secretomes
with WST1 reagent and determined significantly elevated
viability after 72 h (50–70%↑ normal lung; 80–120%↑
NSCLC, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2a). Total and dead cell counts were
also assessed. Our findings demonstrated significantly
increased total cell counts (65–100%↑ normal lung;
100–180%↑ NSCLC, p < 0.05/0.01) (Fig. 2a), while
examination of the death rates showed reduced percentages
(20–60%↓ normal lung and NSCLC, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2a). In
order to determine whether the increased cell counts stem-
med from changes in cell proliferation on top of reduced
cell death, we assayed the expression of the proliferation
marker PCNA. Indeed, elevated PCNA levels were deter-
mined in NSCLC cells exposed to lung-MSCs’ secretomes
(50–130%↑ normal lung; 90–215%↑ NSCLC, p < 0.01)
(Figs. 2b, 3a). Interestingly, although both healthy and
NSCLC lung-MSCs stimulated NSCLC cells, the effects of

the malignant secretome on viability, cell counts, and
PCNA were significantly more profound (p < 0.05).

Of note, in our previous study, we have shown that
BM-MSCs in contrast to lung-MSCs inhibited NSCLC cells’
viability and proliferation and promoted cell death [11].
These results show for the first time that lung-MSCs
(primary lung cancer niche) and BM-MSCs (representing
the lung cancer metastatic niche) demonstrate opposite effects
on NSCLC cell lines’ phenotype.

NSCLC cell lines treated with lung-MSCs’ secretome
showed augmented migration

It is well established that microenvironmental factors are
essential for cells’ migration [18]. Thus, we assayed the
migration capabilities of lung-MSCs’ secretomes-treated
NSCLC using scratch assay as well as assessment of
MMPs’ activity in zymogram. The scratch assay indicated
that lung-MSCs’ secretome caused a significant acceleration
in the cells’ migration (110–150%↑ normal lung;
170–250%↑ NSCLC of scratch closure, p < 0.01) (Fig. 2c)
compared to control cells. We also examined the cells’
morphology following the secretome treatments. Indeed, the
treated cells that demonstrated migrating phenotype exhib-
ited a more fibroblast-like spindle appearance compared to
untreated NSCLC cells that displayed an epithelial-like
more round morphology (Fig. 2d). Here too, all our
observations were significantly more prominent in the
NSCLC-MSCs’ secretome (p < 0.05). Again the effect of
lung-MSCs secretomes on NSCLC cells migration was
opposite to the influence of BM-MSCs secretome (p <
0.05). Previous studies have shown that matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs) have an effect on the aggressive course
of NSCLC [19, 20]. One of the major implications of
MMPs in cancer progression is their role in paving the way
through the tissue by ECM degradation, which allows
cancer cells to migrate out of the primary tumor to form
metastases [21]. Thus, we performed zymogram assay in
order to quantify the levels of MMP9/MMP2 in the lung-
MSCs’ secretome. Our measurements determined that there
are significantly higher levels of MMP9/MMP2 levels in the
lung-MSCs’ secretome compared to cell-free medium
(230–330%↑, p < 0.01) (Figs. 2e, 3b).

Lung-MSCs’ secretome induced TI and autophagy in
NSCLC cell lines

It is well acknowledged that protein synthesis is important to
the cell’s proliferation and migration [22–25]. Thus, once we
established the changes in the cells’ proliferation and migra-
tion, we further investigated protein synthesis-related path-
ways. Specifically, we examined the involvement of two
major TI factors, eIF4E/eIF4GI and their regulators and
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targets. In concordance with our expectations, analyses of the
TI profile in NSCLC cell lines treated with lung-MSCs’
secretome (72 h) indicated profoundly increased levels of
phosphorylated and total eIF4E and eIF4GI (90–150%↑
normal lung; 105–240%↑ NSCLC, p < 0.05) (Figs. 4a, 3c).
We also determined a comprehensive activation of the treated
cells’ TI regulators (mTOR, MNK1/2, 4EBP) (80–135%↑
normal lung; 95–195%↑ NSCLC, p < 0.05) (Figs. 4a, 3c). In
order to prove the functionality of the increased translational

activity, we also assessed the levels of important eIF4E/
eIF4GI’s dependent proteins and observed significantly
increased levels (NFkB, SMAD5, cyclin D, HIF1α)
(75–135%↑ normal lung; 125–270%↑ NSCLC, p < 0.05)
(Figs. 4a, 3c). Again, all observations were significantly more
prominent in the NSCLC cells treated with NSCLC-MSCs’
secretome than normal lung-MSCs secretome (p < 0.05).
Altogether, these observations indicate that the lung-MSCs’
secretomes contained elements that increased translational

Fig. 2 NSCLC cells displays elevated viability, proliferation, migra-
tion, and MMPs’ levels upon exposure to lung-MSCs’ secretome:
NSCLC cells were cultured with lung-MSCs secretome (normal/
NSCLC). After 72 h, the cells were collected and assessed for changes
in the cells’ a viability/proliferation/death rate. Next, b treated NSCLC
cell lines were lysed and immunoblotted for PCNA protein (pro-
liferation marker). Immunoblot results are normalized to HSC-70
loading control (n ≥ 3) in bar graphs and representative immunoblots
(Fig. 3a). c Lung-MSCs secretome effect on cell migration was
assessed by scratch assay. Scratch closure were photographed

immediately (0 h) and after 24 h (magnification, ×40). Results are
presented as percent in bar graphs (left) and representative images of
two lines (right). d Morphology changes of NSCLC cells treated with
lung-MSCs’ secretome (representative images of two lines). e MMP9/
MMP2 levels in lung-MSCs secretome were measured using zymo-
gram assay. Results are presented as percent (mean ± SE) of control
cells/media (dotted line) and representative images (Fig. 3b). Statisti-
cally significant differences between cohorts (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01;
compare to control. $Normal vs. NSCLC) are indicated
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activity of eIF4E and eIF4GI in NSCLC cells. These obser-
vations are again opposed to the ones we made and published
regarding the effect of BM-MSCs secretomes modulation of
TI [11] (p < 0.05).

The involvement of autophagy in NSCLC and its func-
tion in the cells’ survival and proliferation is well estab-
lished [26]. Therefore, we measured the activation of LC3II
and Beclin, both essential for autophagosomes’ formation,
in NSCLC cell lines treated with lung-MSCs’ secretomes.
Interestingly, we observed increase in both autophagy
markers (60–145%↑ normal lung; 130–275%↑ NSCLC, p <
0.05) (Figs. 4b, 3c), while the effect we detected in NSCLC
cells treated with MSCs’ secretome originated from the
tumor area was significantly higher (p < 0.05).

Finally, using centrifugal filtration with a semi-
permeable membrane of a 100 kDa molecular weight cut-
off (Centricon), we separated healthy lung-/NSCLC-MSCs’
secretomes into a <100 kDa fraction that contained soluble
proteins, cytokines, and exosomes (<100 kDa) and a

>100 kDa fraction that contained large extracellular micro-
vesicles (MVs) (>100 kDa). Surprisingly, while NSCLC
cell lines treated with lung-MSCs secretomes’ <100 kDa
fraction did not show any significant changes, the cells
treated with lung-MSCs secretomes >100 kDa fraction
demonstrated significantly elevated levels in the cells’
proliferation, migration, and TI status in concordance with
the results of the un-separated conditioned media (Figs. 4c,
d and 3d). These findings suggest that factors higher than
100 kDa extracellular vesicles (EV/MV) are responsible for
the effects caused by the lung-MSCs’ secretomes.

MAPK signaling regulates NSCLC TI and
consequently migration in lung-MSCs secretome-
treated NSCLC cells

Previously, we have witnessed that BM-MSCs secretome
induces changes in NSCLC phenotype/TI status (72 h) and
earlier changes in cell migration (6–24 h) [11]. We have

Fig. 3 Representative experiments’ immunoblots: NSCLC cells were
lysed and immonubloted. The figure demonstrates representative

immunoblot images for each of the experiments as follow: a figure 2B
b figure 2E c figure 4B,C d figure 4C,D e figure 5A f figure 5B.
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discovered that MAPK (ERK, JNK) signals were respon-
sible for the early effects since they are an earlier upstream
regulator of both migration and TI [27] and regulate the
upstream regulators of eIF4E and eIF4GI [28]. Here, we
wanted to verify whether lung-MSCs’ secretome induce
similar cascades and time course of events.

Thus, we cultured NSCLC cell lines with lung-MSCs’
secretome for 1.5 h and assayed the levels of active phos-
phorylated forms of MAPKs, ERK, and JNK. Indeed, ele-
vated levels of pJNK and pERK were observed (pJNK:
120%↑; pERK: 110%↑; p < 0.01) (Figs. 5a, 3e). We also
examined the effect of lung-MSCs’ secretome on the
levels of peIF4E and peIF4GI. Here too, we observed

increased phosphorylated active levels of the TI factors
(peIF4E: 100–140%↑, peIF4GI: 140%↑; p < 0.05, 1.5 h)
(Figs. 5a, 3e). Our results indicate that lung-MSCs’ secre-
tome elevates MAPKs, eIF4E/eIF4GI, and migration.

Next, in order to establish the regulatory connection
between MAPKs signals, eIF4E/eIF4GI phosphorylation,
and NSCLCs’ migration, we treated NSCLC cells with lung-
MSCs’ secretome in combination with JNK and ERK inhi-
bitors (SP600125 and U0126, respectively). Our analyses
demonstrated that the co-treatment decreased levels of
phosphorylated TI factors in comparison to secretome-only
treated cells (94–130%↓, p < 0.05) following 1.5 h (Figs. 5b,
3f). We validated the inhibitors’ activity by assaying the

Fig. 4 BM-MSCs secretome upregulated both translation initiation and
autophagy signals: NSCLC cells were cultured with lung-MSCs
secretome (normal/NSCLC). Following 72 h of culturing, the cells
were lysed and immonubloted for a TI factors eIF4E/eIF4GI, the
factors’ regulators: 4EBP, MNK, mTOR; and targets: eIF4E (NFkB,
cyclin D1), eIF4GI (SMAD5), both (HIF1α). b Cells were also
immonubloted for the autophagy markers LC3II and Beclin1. Next,
NSCLC cells were cultured for 72 h with fresh low-serum media
containing >100 kDa fraction or lacking the >100 kDa of lung-MSCs

(healthy/NSCLC) secretome. After 72 h, the cells were assayed for
c cell number (Trypan blue), migration (scratch—24 h), and
d immunoblotted for TI factors, PCNA/cyclin D1 proliferation mar-
kers. Results are presented as percent (mean ± SE) of control cells
(dotted line) and normalized to HSC-70 loading control (n ≥ 3).
Representative immunoblots are presented (Fig. 3c, d). Statistically
significant differences between cohorts (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; com-
pare to control. $Normal vs. NSCLC) are indicated
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levels of the respective phosphorylated MAPKs (data not
shown). Finally, we performed scratch assays in lung-
MSCs’ secretome-treated NSCLC cell lines while JNK and
ERK were inhibited. As expected, we determined reduced
motility rates of lung-MSCs secretome-treated NSCLC cells
upon either MAPKs’ inhibition compared to secretome-only
treatment (140–200%↓, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5c). Of note, we have
also witnessed reduced viability in NSCLC cells treated with
combination of lung-MSCs’ secretome and MAPK inhibi-
tors showed in comparison to secretome-only treated cells
(75%↓, p < 0.05).

Disassociation of eIF4E/eIF4GI complex annulled the
induction of lung-MSCs’ secretome-treated NSCLC
cells’ migration and viability

We have previously substantiated that TI was critical for
NSCLC cells’ migration and demonstrated that eIF4E/
eIF4GI’s activity is crucial for NSCLC migration. In the
current study, we wanted to assay if that inhibition can
annul the induction of NSCLC cells’ migration and elevated
viability we have witnessed following lung-MSCs’ secre-
tome treatment. For this purpose we used the small

Fig. 5 Lung-MSCs secretome affects MAPKs/TI-dependent migration
in NSCLC cell lines: a NSCLC cells were cultured with lung-MSCs
secretome for 1.5 h and then were lysed and immonubloted for
phosphorylated MAPK (JNK, ERK) and phosphorylated TI factors
(eIF4E, eIF4GI). b, c MAPKs’ inhibitors affected the TI factors’
phosphorylation and cell migration in NSCLC cells treated with lung-
MSCs’ sec: NSCLC cell lines were co-treated with lung-MSCs
secretome and MAPK inhibitors (JNK inhibitor (SP600125, 20 μM,
gray) and ERK inhibitor (U0126, 10 μM, white)). b After 1.5 h, the
cells were collected and immunoblotted for peIF4E/peIF4GI. c Next,
the effect of MAPKs on NSCLC cells’ migration was assessed by
scratch assay. The cells were treated with the lung-MSCs’ sec and
MAPK inhibitors and scratch closure were photographed immediately

(0 h) and after 24 h (magnification, ×40). d Disassociation of eIF4E/
eIF4GI complex annulled the induction of lung-MSCs’ secretome:
lung-MSCs’ secretome-treated NSCLC cells were treated with the
small molecule 4EGI-1 (inhibit eIF4E/eIF4GI association (35 μM)).
The effect of 4EGI-1 on NSCLC cells’ migration was assessed by
scratch assay. In all experiments, scratch closure were photographed
immediately (0 h) and after 24 h (magnification, ×40). Results are
presented as percent in bar graphs (top) and representative images. All
results are presented in graphs as percent (mean ± SE) of control cells
(dotted line) and immunoblot results were normalized to HSC-70
loading control (n ≥ 3). Representative immunoblots are presented
(Fig. 3e, f). Statistically significant differences between cohorts (*p <
0.05, **p < 0.01) are indicated
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molecule 4EGI-1 inhibitor of TI that disrupts eIF4E/eIF4G
association and performed scratch assay. We compared the
scratch closure of NSCLC cells treated with lung-MSCs’
secretome with and without 4EGI-1 and measured reduced
motility rates of NSCLC cells upon eIF4E/eIF4GI dis-
association (120–200%↓, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5d). These findings
suggest that the secretomes’ manipulation of NSCLC
migration is indeed contingent on TI pathways. Analysis of
NSCLC cells viability upon treatment with lung-MSCs’
secretomes with and without 4EGI-I also showed depen-
dence on TI factors (20%↓, p < 0.05).

Lung-MSCs’ secretome induced epithelial to
mesenchymal transition while BM-MSCs’ secretome
encouraged mesenchymal to epithelial transition in
NSCLC cells

Based on our accumulated observations here and in our pre-
vious study [14], we hypothesized that the NSCLC exposed
to secretomes of primary niche healthy lung-/NSCLC-MSCs
or BM-MSCs undergo epithelial to mesenchymal transition

(EMT) or mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET),
respectively, via the modulation of TI. In order to assess the
relevance of this conjecture to the effects of MSCs on
NSCLC, we examine the expression of EMT/MET markers.
First, we examined changes in cell–cell adhesion molecules
N-cadherin and β-catenin known to play a critical role in the
EMT/MET. In concordance with our hypothesis, we deter-
mined elevated β-catenin (113–175%↑) and reduced
N-cadherin (40–60%↓) in BM-MSCs’ secretome treatment
and the opposite effect in lung-MSCs’ secretome treatment
(β-catenin: 30–60%↓; N-cadherin: 50–190 %↑) (Fig. 6a, b).
Next, we assayed the tight junction-associated proteins
claudin-1 and zona occludens-1 (ZO-1) implicated in EMT
due to their role in cell–cell junctions and migration [29].
Again, we observed the same opposing effects of lung-MSCs
and BM-MSCs secretomes (BM: 100–130%↑, lung:
30–60%↓; p < 0.05) (Fig. 6a, b). Finally, we assessed the
levels of two proteins that promote EMT: Slug, a transcrip-
tional repressor of integrin that causes decreased cell adhesion
[30] and ZEB1 transcription factor that suppress E-cadherin
[31]. Examination of these two signals once again supported

Fig. 6 MSCs’ secretome induced EMT/MET signals in NSCLC cell
lines: NSCLC cells were cultured with MSCs secretome (normal lung,
NSCLC, bone marrow) for 72 h and then lysed and immonubloted for
the EMT signals: N-cadherin, β-catenin, claudin-1, ZO1, Slug, and
ZEB1. Results are presented as percent (mean ± SE) of control cells

(dotted line) and normalized to HSC-70 loading control (n ≥ 3). Bar
graphs (a) and representative Immunoblots (b) are presented. Statis-
tically significant differences between cohorts (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01;
compare to control. $BM vs. normal vs. NSCLC) are indicated
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the EMT induction in lung-MSCs treatment and MET
induction in BM-MSCs treatment (BM: 35–50%↓; lung:
70–190%↑; p < 0.05) (Fig. 6a, b). Altogether, our data indi-
cate that the MSCs of each niche are characterized with their
own unique secretome that modulates EMT/MET response in
NSCLC cells and consequently alters the malignant cells’
phenotype.

Discussion

In this study, we have demonstrated that lung-MSCs sti-
mulate NSCLC cells’ proliferation and migration in a
MAPK/TI-dependent manner (timeline is summarized in
Fig. 7). We have also determined that the MSCs adjacent to
the NSCLC tumor affect the NSCLC cell lines’ phenotype
more prominently than the distant lung-MSCs (healthy).
While it is well established by others and us that the tumor
microenvironment plays a pivotal role in cancer progres-
sion, the distinction between adjacent and distant lung-
MSCs is new [11, 32–35]. These findings are particularly
significant when aligned with our publications regarding the
inhibitory effect of BM-MSCs secretome on the same
NSCLC cells. We propose that our observations can be
categorized as effects of the primary tumor niche (lung) vs.
the metastatic site (BM). In our studies, we have addressed
the role of BM as the metastatic compartment, yet other
metastatic sites are involved in the spread of lung cancer
such as brain and adrenal glands. The study of these
metastatic sites demonstrated mechanisms of NSCLC cell
recruitment by CCL20/CCR6 in adrenal glands or Wnt
signaling in brain microglia cells, which promoted invasion
and colonialization [36, 37]. To the best of our knowledge,
there has been no previous observation of the metastatic site
MSCs’ participation in the process.

In context of cancer progression, the primary niche
encourages tumor expansion and dissemination, whereas
the metastatic niche downregulates migration and allows the
settlement of the cells in the bone (supplementary table 1).
Generally, our findings in the current and previous work
conform to this perception and delineate an active role for
the respective niche MSCs in the design of the cancer cells
characteristics, primary or metastatic. The mechanism
underlying the epithelium-derived carcinoma cells’ beha-
vior at both niches is most often the developmental program
termed EMT and its reverse program, MET [38]. While
EMT occurs at the primary tumor site allowing the cancer
epithelial cells’ to gain mesenchymal characteristics and
migrate to distant organs, MET is believed to participate in
the establishment and stabilization of distant metastases by
allowing cancerous cells to reclaim epithelial properties and
settle [39]. Our results match this current understanding:
primary tumor resident MSCs induced EMT of NSCLC

cells while the same type of cells originating from the
metastatic niche encourage MET phenotype. These findings
unequivocally show that the MSCs role in cancer is niche-
dependent demonstrating their heterogeneity and con-
ditioning by context.

Metastatic diseases are responsible for >90% of
carcinoma-related deaths. Given the strong evidence sup-
porting a critical role of EMT/MET processes in tumor
metastasis formation, targeting these processes is thought to
be a promising approach to treat invasive cancers such as
NSCLC. However, current treatment modalities remain
limited in their efficacy in targeting cells undergoing EMT

Fig. 7 Timeline of lung-MSCs’ secretome effect on NSCLC cells: the
figure presents the signaling activation sequence and phenotypic
alterations following exposure of NSCLC cells to lung-MSCs’ secre-
tome. The schematic presentation describes the timeline of events that
emerged from lung-MSCs’ secretome, while the thin arrows indicate
the trend of change. The gray lines represent the inhibitor effects at the
same points. The left arrow depicts the time in which the effects were
detected. Here too, the black font represent the time of the effects in
the cells that were exposed to the lung-MSCs’ secretome, while the
gray font is the time for cells treated with the inhibitors. On the right
side of the schema specified what was affected in each time point
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due to lack of appropriate EMT targets. Moreover, devel-
opment of drug resistance over time and course of treatment
is a major obstacle in cancer therapy and an increasing
number of reports suggest a role for EMT in its acquisition
since recurrent tumors frequently exhibit an EMT gene
signature [40]. Shintani et al. [41] found that tumor biopsy
in NSCLC patients prior to chemotherapy treatment showed
epithelial markers, whereas there was a phenotypic shift
toward mesenchymal markers following treatment. Inter-
estingly, recent studies have also suggested a role for EMT
in targeted therapies. Using several human NSCLC lines,
Thomson et al. [42] demonstrated that cell lines expressing
epithelial markers were more sensitive to epidermal growth
factor receptor inhibition, while cell lines presenting
mesenchymal markers were more resistant to treatment. In
gefitinib-resistant PC9/AB2 lung cancer cells, Notch1 was
found to promote EMT. Knockdown of Notch1 reverted the
EMT phenotype back to epithelial and rendered these cells
sensitive to gefitinib, implicating a strong correlation
between EMT activation and drug resistance [43]. Taken
together, these observations substantiate the need to devise
means to maintain/revert the cancer cells to their epithelial
phenotype in their primary niche.

Based on our findings, we put forward that interrupting
the cross-talk between the cancer cells and the secreted
factors from MSCs in both the primary and metastatic
niches, may facilitate a control over the EMT/MET process
and allow some control of metastasis formation in lung
cancer patients’ bone leading to improved survival and
quality of life.

This study’s observations have illuminated another
important aspect regarding tumor microenvironment. We
compared the effect of healthy MSCs’ to NSCLC-MSCs’
secretomes and discovered that although both secretomes
supported the cancerous processes, the cells’ response to the
pathological secretome was more intense. These results are
in concordance with previously published observations
regarding the propensity of MSCs to home to tumors and
their involvement in the malignant process [44]. Moreover,
our findings accentuate the importance of NSCLC and
MSCs cross-talk to recruitment and subversion of MSC into
cancer-supporting participants with stage/location appro-
priate function. Another interesting alteration we have
witnessed was elevated autophagy, which supported the
NSCLC cells’ survival. The role of autophagy and its pro-
tective function in NSCLC has been extensively discussed
[26]. In concordance, our results implied that lung-MSCs’
secretome protected against apoptosis by enhancing autop-
hagy in NSCLC cells, which underscores autophagy tar-
geting as anti-NSCLC/cancer treatment. Additional studies
are needed to establish the role of autophagy manipulation
in MSCs-NSCLC cross-talk and the clinical potential of its
targeting.

Our preliminary studies with the secretome fractions
support the existence of components within the >100 kDa
fraction that affect the TI machinery in NSCLC cells while
the <100 kDa fraction had no effect. Accumulating evi-
dence indicates the involvement of MVs (present in the
>100 kDa fraction) in cancer progression and specifically in
NSCLC [45–47]. This very intriguing finding warrants
further studies already underway by our group. A char-
acterization of the lung-MSCs’ MVs influence on NSCLC
cells and examination of the MVs’ cargoes may emphasize
specific factors that shape the disease progression.

This study investigated the contribution of lung resident
MSCs from normal lung and tumor adjacent tissue to
NSCLC progression. Importantly, our observations were
analyzed in comparison to those attributed to MSCs of the
BM metastatic niche established by us previously [11]
(supplementary table 1). We compiled explicit data indi-
cating that lung-MSCs differ from that of the metastatic
bone MSCs. This is critical to the understanding of the
cancerous systemic state. Intrigued by our findings, ongoing
studies in our lab are designed to locate specific soluble
participants in the MSCs >100 kDa secretomes capable of
modulating the cancer cells with the purpose of identifying
targetable signals that will allow us to control the metastatic
progression in NSCLC.
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